
 



 

             Smart Rat Discounts 

5% off on purchases under $50 

10% off on purchases of $51to 399 

15% off on purchases over $400  

Note: Above discounts apply to regular purchase prices only 
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Buy 5–Bags 

$3.99/Bag 
 (100 pellets /bag) 

     

Plus 1-complementary tape   

Another Special Pellet Purchase 

These pellets have “OK” 

adhesive but we suggest 

securing with tape 

CustomerService@KHTSystem.com ...951-766-1426 



 

 

 

Beautifully crafted combination of Stainless 
Steel with Brass searching tips. 
 

Tip diameters are ideal for  
all point location. 

 
                                  

$4.99 



 

 

 
Retail $25.00………………………………………………………………………….$15.00 



 

2-Rings……...…..$2.50 

5- Rings…..…..…$5.00    
10- Rings….……. $9.00 

20-Rings……….…$15.00 

 

  

Roll the ring along the finger            

All fingers contain this correspondence pattern  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

  

 We are offering our last of  

      our special pellets                             
 

We Found……  

       

1. All of the individual pellets in the group are attached to each 

other by a tiny metal connectors, so they easily bend around 

fingers or conform to special curves in the hand.  

 

2 .They are called #2,5,10 & 12’s. representing the number  

     of pellets on each tape (see below) 

 

3. We found them convenient for joints and special areas.  

 

4. Currently, when points are close together you have to  

    spend a lot of time creating a “new” pellet from   

    multiple #1’s. These pellets are more convenient. 

 

5. Unfortunately, they are no longer manufactured. 

 

 We only have a  

 limited number left                           



 

#5 Gold …………...30/box 

#5 Gold: are ideal where several points 

                 along a line  need treatment.  

 Neck & spine  

 Finger joints  

 Sciatica 

Retail 15.00 ………………..…………………………...  $12.00 

#12 Gold ….....30/box 

 

#12 Gold for large treatment areas.  

 Neck for vertebral issues  

 Leg corresponding areas 

 Pelvic, hips low back 

 Digestive, throat,            

 Sacrum,  

Retail 15.00………………….…..…………………... $12.00 

#10 Silver & Gold are ideal for : 

 Large corresponding areas.  

 Around or along the neck  

 Around finger joints 

 Scapula, neck 

 Spine 

 Sciatica 
 

Gold Retail $18.00………...…………………... $15.00 

Silver Retail $15.00…....………………………..$12.00 

 

  #10 Gold/Silver…..30/box  

#2 Gold ……………...50/box 

Note: These pellets have good adhesive 

 

#2 Gold: Use when two treatment  

                points are so close that the  

                tape covers the second point   

              

 Retail $10,00…………………..………………………...$9.00 



Watch the good luck roll in  
Copy and cut on the dotted lines  

 Place in your clinic  

 In your home  
 Orient to the South 

Every Chinese New Year a new number pattern is created based on  

Feng Shui. It amplifies the positive energies in the area it is placed.  

One medical group found they had better medical outcomes. 

How to Align & Test 
 

1. Determine magnetic 

South of your space. 

(Use a compass or    

smart phone app)  

 

2. To check the effect, 

    use a “before & after 

    muscle test”. 

    a.place pattern so  

      arrow does not  

      face south.... 

      muscle test a person  

   b.place the pattern so  

      the arrow is aligned  

      to the south & retest 

   c.note the increased  

      muscle strength when 

      aligned south 

 South 

North 
LEAVE IN PLACE ALL YEAR  

Palace Pattern Courtesy of Dr. Patrick Mok. MD,  



 



Geri    Bonnie   Dan  

CustomerService@KHTSystems.com 
951-766-1426 

 



新年快乐 

   Happy  Chinese    

New 

 Year 

 


